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This contribution details the complex history of the early work by Boris KozoPolyansky (1924) that became available in English translation 86 years after it
was published in Russian. The great American naturalist Lynn Margulis—
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The name of the famous American naturalist Lynn Margulis (1938–2011) is
one of the most recognizable in modern biological science. E. O. Wilson called
her “one of the most successful synthetic thinkers in modern biology.” It is
hard to say which areas of the natural sciences were not affected by the
scientific, educational, and iconoclastic activities of Lynn Margulis—from
algology to genomics, from medical biology to biogeochemistry. Her major
achievement in the 1960s was her celebrated serial endosymbiogenesis theory
(SET)—the origin of eukaryotic cells, through symbiosis of prokaryotes
(bacteria). Her first, now classic, paper “On the origin of mitosing cells” was
rejected by 15 journals; it grew later into a fundamental book, Symbiosis in
Cell Evolution (Margulis, 1993). Lynn's sharply polemical papers awakened
imagination. She went further to claim that the main mechanism of evolution
and speciation is not a slow accumulation of small mutations but genome
exchange (horizontal transfer). The latest work of Lynn and her
collaborators, Chimeras and Consciousness (2011), covered evolution of
signals and interactions from viruses and bacteria to the Earth's planetary
biosphere.
The biospheric, ecosystem level of symbiogenesis (Gaia, or Vernadsky's
biosphere) was another field to which Lynn Margulis contributed for decades.
It was Lynn who organized the first complete translation into English of
the Biosphere by Vladimir Vernadsky in 1998. Even earlier, she supervised the
translation of another Russian book, a monograph on the history of the study
of symbiosis in Russia (Khakhina, 1993). Lynn's constant attention to the

history of science and research published in foreign languages—not only in
Russian, but also in German, Spanish, and others—was important and
unusual. In modern biology, English has necessarily become the dominant
language of communication, a lingua franca. Scientists in English-speaking
countries, as a rule, do not speak other languages. As a result, the history of
science became largely fragmented.
I was lucky not only to meet Lynn several times, but also to work with her,
mainly by correspondence, between 2005 and 2010 on the translation and
publication of the historical book, New Principle of Biology. An Outline of the
Theory of Symbiogenesis. This book is a classic and forgotten work of the
botanist Boris Mikhailovich Kozo-Polyansky (1890–1957). It was published in
Russian in 1924, by a publishing house Puchina (‘The Abyss’), which mostly
specialized in science fiction.
Lynn Margulis first learned about Kozo-Polyansky and his ideas in 1975 from
the great Russian botanist Armen Takhtajan (1910–2009) at the International
Botanical Congress in Leningrad. It was several years after Margulis first
published her own iconoclastic theories on symbiogenesis that now are part of
biological thinking. She was amazed to find out that an obscure Russian
botanist in the early 1920s proposed and espoused the same ideas. However,
the old book was never reprinted, and the unusual ideas of the late KozoPolyansky were largely forgotten, especially as Soviet biology suffered since
the 1930s under the murderous rule of Stalin's henchman Trofim Lysenko.
Since Kozo-Polyansky's work was never translated to any foreign language.
Margulis knew only his few quotes given to her by Takhtajan—who was a
student of Kozo-Polyansky, and one of a few who continued to popularize his
ideas in Russia (Takhtajan, 1973).
Kozo-Polyansky died in 1957 in provincial Voronezh, where he taught biology
since the 1920s. His obituaries, and other reviews of his work, mostly talked
about his contribution to systematic botany, hardly emphasizing
symbiogenetic views. Of all Russian researchers, only Liya Khakhina
(1993) recently discussed Kozo-Polyansky's role and priority in the discovery
of symbiogenetic concepts. The reader is addressed to another contribution is
this issue (Agafonov et al., 2021) for a more detailed account of KozoPolyansky's career and work.
When I first contacted Lynn, it was just a “fan letter” (dated 18 July 2005)
written after I have read her 2002 book with her son Dorion Sagan, Acquiring
Genomes, which mentioned Kozo-Polyansky. In this letter, I thanked her for
bringing attention to the forgotten Russian scientist. I was delighted to receive

an immediate reply—which was a message on my office phone on August 1,
2005. Lynn informed me that the Kozo-Polyansky's 1924 book was never
translated, so no one in the West really knows what it is about.
I immediately wrote back:
“Dear Dr. Margulis:
Thank you very much for your warm and unexpected phone message—“it
made my day”! … I was thrilled to hear you on my voicemail.
… I did not know that Kozo-Polyansky's 1924 work does not exist in English
(or any other European language.) Of course it would be great to translate it …
What I think I would do is: obtain the Russian text of Kozo-Polyansky's
1924 book; translate an important sample fragment; and discuss this fragment
with you. We can talk more specifically about a possibility to translate and
publish the entire work. Again, thank you very much for your interest and
your time—as well as for the fascinating panoply of creatures and processes
that always strikes me when reading your works.”
On my request, my father, Yakov I. Fet, then a computer scientist and a
historian of science in Novosibirsk (my native city in Siberia, Russia), found a
copy of the rare 1924 book. It was discovered by my former college mentor
Grigory Dymshits in the library of the Institute of Cytology and Genetics. This
was a copy from the personal library of the famous Russian geneticist
Alexander S. Serebrovsky (1884–1938); his signature can be seen on the front
cover (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The poster of presentation by Lynn Margulis on 24 September 2010 at
Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia. Top: Lynn Margulis; bottom:

Victor Fet; right, Boris Kozo-Polyansky, aged 24, a Moscow University graduation
photograph of 1914 (family archive, courtesy of Evgenia Yakovleva). Background:
the cover of 2010 book featuring the photosynthetic sea slug Elysia (image
courtesy Mary Rumpho); the cover of 1924 Russian book (with an autograph of A.
Serebrovsky). Reproduced by permission of Marshall University.

The translation was mainly done in 2006–2007. Lynn was directly involved in
it at all stages, meticulously helping me to verify, coordinate and formulate the
meaning of often obscure terms and names. She especially took care that my
non-native English not only reflected the old-fashioned, academic language of
Kozo-Polyansky, but was also accurate and understandable to the modern
reader.
In her letter to me dated 12 June 2006, Lynn said:
“I greatly look forward to working with you on this most interesting work from the viewpoint of
its convoluted history and foibles of the evolutionary science. Note I do not say “evolutionary
biology” since I believe evolution is not a subfield at all of biology. It is a far broader science
…”

As the translation proceeded, new and interesting information emerged as we
began to discover what exactly the young Russian botanist wrote 80 years ago.
On 3 August 2006, Lynn wrote to me, thanking for a “delightful letter with the
astonishing evidence that K–P put forth the prokaryotic-eukaryotic distinction
prior to Chatton”. This singular and the most important fact—which became
obvious as the book's translation continued—was not realized previously even
by the Russian researchers who wrote about Kozo-Polyansky's work. This
omission was likely due to the obscure terminology used by Kozo-Polyansky.
His “cell” was limited to eukaryotes, while he used Haeckel's term “cytode” or
“bioblast” for bacteria and cyanobacteria—lacking nucleus, he argued, they
must be ancestral organisms of symbiogenetic combination. Thus, even before
Édouard Chatton (1925) “formally established” (without any symbiogenetic
implication about their genesis) the terms “prokaryote” and “eukaryote”,
Kozo-Polyansky realized that this most fundamental discontinuity of life on
Earth is due to the symbiogenetic, synthetic structure of the eukaryotic cell.
I will not retell here the contents of Kozo-Polyansky's work; the interested
reader must turn to the book itself, not only to appreciate succinct and
metaphoric language of the young Russian researcher (Kozo-Polyansky was 34
when the book was published), but also to admire his broad predictions. The
book is supplied with detailed frontmatter, in which we were joined by the
famous American botanist, then the Director of the Missouri Botanical Garden
in St. Louis, Peter Raven. His Foreword and our Introductions (Fig. 2), along

with a commentary, placed Kozo-Polyansky's historical work within the
modern symbiogenetic context. An additional statement included in the book
was sent to us by Liya Khakhina from St. Petersburg, Russia. On Lynn's
suggestion, the original title was changed to: Symbiogenesis: A New Principle
of Evolution (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. The facsimile handwritten first page of the Introduction to
the Symbiogenesis by Lynn Margulis (author's archive).

The text had to be supplied with a detailed commentary of updated
symbiogenetic research. Kozo-Polyansky's book was essentially a very broad
review of studies made before 1920s, and covered dozens of cases, mainly

from animal kingdom but also from plants, protists and prokaryotes.
Therefore, I took upon myself a daunting task to check each of the examples
and track the history of its study over the century that separates us from KozoPolyansky's data. In most of cases this required tracing the original paper
(most were published in German), from which Kozo-Polyansky's data was
gleaned, coordinating the scientific names and classification of all organisms
mentioned. Often, the 80-year old taxonomic placement of various species
and their synonymy changed tremendously.
The first rough draft of translation was completed in October 2006. I sent it to
Lynn, and already in January 2007 she returned a heavily edited manuscript.
In Spring 2007, I proceeded with an initial draft of a commentary, and
compiled an index of all organisms and symbioses Kozo-Polyansky mentioned.
The entire text and notes as a result measured about 50,000 words.
Below, I reproduce my email to Lynn dated 22 April 2007:
“Dear Lynn:
With a great pleasure, I am sending here the K–P translation that I consider
ready for reviews!
All your comments given to me in January are incorporated. This operation
greatly streamlined, clarified and improved the text. It reads well and looks
solid.
I think that the most important thing now is to have it read by those who
might point out additional comments or modern references, pro and contra,
for symbioses described by K–P. You probably can send it to many specialists
who would agree not necessarily to read the entire manuscript but will
comment on specific topics, e.g. Saffo on tunicates, McFall-Ngai on squid, etc.
Most of those are obvious and I can easily find references. A number of others
remain obscure. Depending on this and other comments, the Commentary
might grow. Additional editorial issues will include the placement of
commentary (best of course as side glossae like you did for Vernadsky book?)
– and possible illustrations. The original has several rather poor pictures.
Today we can select dozens and illustrate directly the symbioses described or
predicted by K–P in great detail, TEM, color, etc.—if it can be done.
I am very glad and constantly honored to work with you on this and other
projects.
With my best wishes.

Victor.”
Lynn's colleagues across the world gladly answered her call and sent us
wonderful images of many organisms representing either exact cases of
symbiosis that Kozo-Polyansky mentioned, or new spectacular cases that were
discovered after 1924, and are currently studied as model examples of
symbiogenetic processes. We were especially grateful to Mary Rumpho
(University of Maine) who supplied a brilliant image of the photosynthetic sea
slug Elysia, which became literally a poster image for the future book cover
(Fig. 1).
On 30 April 2007 Lynn wrote to Armen Takhtajan (who was 97 at that time!)
in St. Petersburg (with a copy to me):
“We are delighted to learn that you are well and active. … At long last, the great 1924
symbiogenesis book by B. M. Kozo-Polyansky will now reach the non-Russian readers.
Professor Victor Fet of West Virginia, a native Russian speaker and a biologist, just completed
the first round of its translation. I have been encouraged to prepare it for publication, to illustrate
and annotate it with Dr. Fet. … I remember distinctly the few pages you translated for Peter
Raven (who gave me a copy) at the Leningrad Botanical meeting in 1975. We knew nothing
about B. K–P as no work of his appeared in any other western language. …”

As the manuscript went through another round of style editing, Lynn wrote to
me on 16 September 2007, elaborating on her way to achieve a clear and
precise language:
“Dear Victor.
… Please accept or ignore any of my suggestions as you have the last word on
this manuscript in all of its aspects.
I have certain stylistic preferences: use “association” rather than parasite,
pathogen, etc. whenever possible. Avoid the meaningless words “adaptation,
adapt” (how are they measured?) Avoid “creature”, it implies a creator. Avoid
“-ing”, “gerund form”, it is too reminiscent of marketing. Be as specific as
possible, ONW (omit needless words). Etc. But you must make any of these
decisions.
… We'll talk as soon as you have had a chance to return to the happy task of
Kozo-Polyansky. I never fail to be amazed at the breadth of his knowledge and
understanding. …”
The manuscript was first offered to the publishers in 2007. An unexpected
issue that appeared immediately was copyright. Kozo-Polyansky died in 1957,

and his copyright extends by a Russian law until 2031. I have never dealt with
a complex situation like that. Normally, a copyright permission for a
translation is requested from the publishers of the original work. However, the
1920s publishing house Puchina (‘The Abyss’) had disappeared decades ago,
as all private publishing was banned in Stalinist Russia. I was asked to confirm
that the publishing house does not exist anymore. Fortunately, such evidence
could be found in a book dealing with history of Russian book publishing,
which indicated that Puchina ceased its existence in 1929.
However, in such a case copyright law dictates that the publishing rights
belong to the heirs of the author. But do they exist? I could find no published
information about Kozo-Polyansky's family. How does one find out if he even
had one, almost a century ago, after all the wars and tribulations Russia went
through? I engaged all my Russian connections via Internet, focusing on
Voronezh, the provincial city where Kozo-Polyansky lived since the 1920s. A
fellow zoologist (hemipterist) Viktor Golub launched a cascade of enthusiastic
searches; after some sleuthing, in January 2008 we found a Maria
Mikhailenko who knew Kozo-Polyansky's daughter, Nina Borisovna. Her
married surname (Yakovleva) was known as well as the fact that she had two
children; I was given a name of her son, one Viktor Yakovlev, allegedly still in
Voronezh. Then a trace got cold—until quite by chance on social media I
pinpointed a man by this name in a reunion exchange of Russian army
veterans—and he indeed proved to be the grandson of Kozo-Polyansky! His
sister Evgenia was also located in Moscow. Both were quite aware and of their
grandfather's work and its importance for science, and kindly provided me
with a written permission granting the rights to translate and publish the 1924
book.
The manuscript was rejected by three publishers before in summer 2008 it
was offered to the Harvard University Press—which published it in June 2010
(Kozo-Polyansky, 2010). One of the reviewers who enthusiastically supported
this publication was the great evolutionary biologist from Cornell University,
William B. Provine (1942–2015).
His statement appears on the back of the 2010 book's dust jacket, reads:
“How could this book not have been a part of evolutionary biology since its publication in 1924?
… What a difference it would have in the ‘evolutionary synthesis’ if this book were easily in the
hands of biologists in German or English translation!”

These words come from a review letter written in 2008. With a kind
permission of Dr. Provine's family, I reproduce below the text of this letter,

which summarizes brilliantly the importance of Kozo-Polyansky's work to the
modern science.
“October 19, 2008
Michael G. Fisher
Editor-in-Chief
Harvard University Press
Dear Michael.
Many thanks for letting me read Boris Mikhaylovich KozoPolyansky's Symbiogenesis: A New Principle of Evolution.
I highly recommend publication of this book for the following reasons.
1.
The introductions by Lynn Margulis, Peter Raven, and the translator Victor Fet are
deeply understanding of this book of Kozo-Polyansky. They all catch the importance of
his work and help the reader be ready for a great read.
2.
The basic arguments presented in the first three chapters are still surprising to most
undergraduate biology majors even in fine universities all over the world. Beginning with
prokaryotes, then cells, and finally extension to wide variety of multicellular organisms,
Kozo-Polyansky shows how symbiogenesis can elucidate the evolution of organisms
which otherwise remain in a mystery of “natural selection” applied to the problem.
Despite having no understanding of molecular evolution, Kozo-Polyansky makes his
basic argument so well that I am simply amazed. With current understanding, he would
come to almost the same conclusions. Chapter three, devoted to many examples from
multicellular organisms joining in symbiosis, surely Kozo-Polyansky has some
suggestions that no longer convince us. Despite such problems, these three chapters are
nothing less than stunning. How could this book not have been a part of evolutionary
biology since its publication in 1924? We did publish Russian biological books in
English translation during the 1920s. What a difference it would have in the
“evolutionary synthesis” if this book were easily in the hands of biologists in German or
English translation!

3.
Kozo-Polyansky has provided in his Chapter 4 (The Philosophy of Symbiogenesis) the
toughest challenge of natural selection that neither Darwin nor modern evolutionists have
yet understood. Kozo-Polyansky did not oppose natural selection in this book. He
opposed the teleological version of natural selection that has dominated evolutionary

biology since Darwin, and continues dramatically at the present. Consider this quote from
Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species, chapter four (1st edition):
“It may be said that natural selection is daily and hourly scrutinising, thoughout the world, every
variation even the slightest; rejecting that which is bad, preserving and adding up all that is good;
silently and insensibly working, whenever and wherever opportunity offers, at the improvement
of each organic being in relation to its organic and inorganic conditions of life.”

We see nothing of these slow changes of progress.
<…> Nature, Science, Evolution, and all manner of evolutionary journals are
filled with natural selection acting upon variations just as Darwin describes
above. Natural selection shapes and guides heritable variations into
adaptations. You might just as well call natural selection the god of
evolutionists. Darwin's quote is confusing to creationists. They understand
that evolutionists have simply replaced gods with their invocation of natural
selection. And when they point this out to evolutionists, they are branded as
creationists who simply cannot understand natural selection. And we go right
ahead and teach this teleological version of natural selection to our students.
Kozo-Polyansky completely rejects this teleological version of natural
selection. He wants a completely natural, materialistic, version of natural
selection that is devoid of teleology. His argument in this chapter is that
symbiogenesis helps us greatly in thinking about the adaptations of
prokaryotes, eukaryotes, and multicellular organisms without a trace of
teleology. He cannot escape the problem of knowing too little about these
adaptations, but at least he is spared commenting like professional
evolutionists about natural selection acting like this or that. He has reached a
level of understanding that greatly exceeds most evolutionists today. His
achievement in this chapter is every bit the equal of understanding
symbiogenesis. Nothing would help evolutionary biology more than taking this
book seriously: symbiogenesis, and natural selection with no teleology. I have
written a great deal about Fisher, Haldane, and Wright. None of them could
ever contribute what Kozo-Polyansky did in this book.
… Please, let us keep our eyes on the prize. Kozo-Polyansky's book is a prize.
He not only introduces symbiogenesis in surprising, wide, and convincing
detail, he also suggests to all evolutionists that we must revise the teleological
version of natural selection that we inherited from Darwin.”
After the book was released, one of the reviews, by Steven J. Oliver (Worcester
State College, Mass.) in Choice Reviews, said:
“Aiming to acquaint readers with the history of symbiogenesis theory, this excellent book
accomplishes more than a mere presentation of a translated work originally written in the 1920s.

Margulis (Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst) and Fet (Marshall Univ.) have brought forth a gem
of evolutionary thinking, essentially lost because it was published in Russian, which shows how
the development of modern symbiogenesis theory (particularly that of Margulis) was anticipated
(and would have been greatly aided) by the late botanist Kozo-Polyansky's work. It is a
commendable piece of scholarship to present a publication that, in many ways, “scoops” the
authors' own contributions to the field, if only in retrospect. Fet and Margulis, however, not only
revive the book, they bring it fully into the sweep of modern theory by clearly and succinctly
translating the original terms into their modern equivalents and correcting for the reader the
statements by Kozo-Polyansky that have not held up over the intervening 85-plus years. Their
insertions into the text are clearly marked and succinct, and do not detract from the original.
Indeed, the book is as much a summary of the way science self-corrects and refines itself as it is
a presentation of Kozo-Polyansky's work.”

The release of Symbiogenesis in summer 2010 was a special joy for Lynn. Her
time was always scheduled day by day for the year ahead. We planned way in
advance that when Kozo-Polyansky's book is published, she will come to our
university for a presentation. Her arrival at the end of September 2010 to my
small town of Huntington, West Virginia, where I teach biology now for 25
years, became an unforgettable celebration of scientific thought. For two days,
Lynn spent hours tirelessly communicating not only with teachers, but also
with students. She gave three talks! After one of them, she showed videos of
her other talks, including her lengthy debates with the famous Oxford ultraDarwinist Richard Dawkins. This went on and on for two more hours, and
only a handful of students, graduate students, faculty, and curious townfolk
remained in the hall. I am not afraid to call them true intellectuals; some were
my best students in evolution and genetics courses. In my 25 years at Marshall
University, this was, without a doubt, the most outstanding visit of a scientific
celebrity.
On 24 September 2010, Lynn gave a presentation of the book at the Marshall
University theater at the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center on the Fifth
Avenue in Huntington. Her talk gathered a crowd of not less than 400 people
– quite a lot for a research presentation at a provincial American university.
Our bookstore had ordered 100 copies of Symbiogenesis, and after the talk
Lynn and I sat down at a table near the stage, to which people queued to buy a
book and get our autographs. Lynn later told us that she had never had such a
signing ceremony: she never carried her books with her for sale in boxes, as
“real” writers do. And I was so proud to see my family among the audience.
During the presentation, I sat in the second row and did not expect Lynn to
call me on stage. However, having reached in her slide show a 16-line
summary of Kozo-Polyansky's work, Lynn unexpectedly asked me to go on
stage and translate these lines for the audience. The audience probably did not
believe that this improvisation had not been arranged in advance.

This summary (reproduced in Fig. 3) is the very first publication by KozoPolyansky on symbiogenesis. It is an abstract of his presentation at the First
Russian Congress of Botanists (Petrograd, 25 September – 5 October 1921),
convened as the country emerged from the terror of the Revolution and the
bloody Civil War into what was known as a brief NEP (New Economic Policy)
era. The Communist regime temporarily allowed limited freedoms, including
the freedom of private publishing – which allowed the Puchina to publish
the New Principle.

Fig. 3. A 1921 abstract by Kozo-Polyansky, his first published statement on
symbiogenesis.

This 1921 abstract is given below in my translation (it was also published in
my Introduction; Fet, 2010). Lynn added the text in brackets, as she did all
over the 2010 book, to clarify the succinct emotional language of young KozoPolyansky, which, in the Russian original text, resembles that of an 18th
century natural philosopher.
(1)

The statement of Linnaeus and most biologists Natura non facit saltum [Nature does not
make leaps] is not correct since formation from two (or more) organisms of a third is a
leap. Natura facit saltum [Nature makes leaps].
(2)
Therefore, searches for intermediate forms, missing links [these two words given in
English – V.F.], in many cases will be completely fruitless. Transitions are not possible
between two (or more) components and their sum [a new life form]
(3)
Representations of origin [of a new life form] as a true [branching] tree are incorrect
since the origins of new organisms occur not only by divergence of the lineages but also
by their convergence and fusion; two (or more) branches fuse [anastomose] and produce
a summary issue (alga + fungus = lichen).
(4)
Production of new forms of organisms through symbiogenesis reflects the way in which
new forms are produced by the elements: two gases unite and form a liquid; two liquids
form a solid residue; iron and sulfur form crystals resembling neither iron nor sulfur. The
new [life form] is a result of [a permanent] combination of [two or more different] old
[life forms].

Lynn has often quoted this amazing summary. She liked the way that KozoPolyansky, with his penchant for “Hegelianism”, stated that combination of
two dissimilar entities into a system gives the system new properties—which
means that there are often no “intermediate links”. Kozo-Polyansky rephrased
the old maxim “nature does not make leaps” (Natura non facit saltum) by
stating Natura facit saltum (“nature makes leaps”). This was the motto of
Lynn Margulis herself, and she was very happy when Liya Khakhina obtained
for us a copy of this 1921 abstract, which could not be found in American
libraries.
Another story of our cooperation with Lynn Margulis, parallel to
the Symbiogenesis book translation project, also had a Russian theme. At the
same time (2006–2008) when we were actively working on the translation
and its editing, Lynn asked me to connect her with Moscow microbiologists,
who discovered a special type of bacteria in the sulfur mineral springs of
Staraya Russa (Novgorod Region of Russia). This town was depicted by
Dostoevsky (who lived there for a while) as Skotoprigonyevsk in The Brothers
Karamazov; it also was a Russian balneological resort at that time, due to that
sulfur mud of its famous hot springs.
I was honored to help Lynn in establishing a relationship with Moscow
microbiologists, a group led by Dr. Galina Dubinina. For many years, they

studied so-called ‘Thiodendron’ mats—which proved to be a symbiotic
consortium (syntrophy) of two different types of bacteria: anaerobic
aerotolerant spirochaetes and sulfidogenic eubacteria. Lynn enthusiasically
supported this study, related to her spirochaete hypotheses of eukaryotic
origin. I served as a cultural and linguistic liaison for Lynn and Dubinina,
translated their letters to each other as well as presentations at a spirochaete
conference that Lynn organized in Berlin on 1 May 2008, which I was
fortunate to attend. The discovery of the new Russian
bacterium, Spirochaeta perfilievii, was finally published (Dubinina et al.,
2011) (it is now placed in a new genus Thiospirochaeta). This was one of the
last projects that Lynn saw completed. The story is far from over, and the
further study of the genome of this spirochaete and its relatives could confirm
(or reject) the ideas of Lynn Margulis (Hall, 2011).
In September 2009, Lynn was invited to the Darwin Conference in St.
Petersburg, Russia, which was a dual celebration of the 200th anniversary of
Darwin's birth and the 150th anniversary of the release of the Origin of
Species. Her plenary lecture was entitled “Symbiogenesis, a new principle of
evolution: restoration of the priority of B.M. Kozo-Polyansky (1890–1957)”. It
was published in English in the Russian Paleontological Journal (Margulis,
2011), as an edited transcript (the lecture was taped by James MacAllister),
which conveys Lynn's live voice. The summary of the 2011 version says, with
Lynn's typical iconoclastic cadence:
“The following is a heavily edited transcript of my illustrated lecture, that included our 14
minute video (with a 2 minute animation model) that shows each step in live organisms
hypothesized in the origin of nucleated cells from bacteria (“eukaryosis”). New observations
presented with modern examples of live phenomena make us virtually certain that B.M. KozoPolyansky's “new principle” (1924) of the importance of symbiogenesis in the evolutionary
process of at least 2000 million years of life on Earth is correct. The widely touted but
undocumented explanation of the origin of evolutionary novelty by “gradual accumulation of
random mutations” will be considered an erroneous early 20th century hunch proffered primarily
by Englishmen, North Americans and other anglophones. They (Neodarwinist “explanations”)
will be replaced by the details of symbiogenesis: genetic mergers especially speciation by
genome acquisition, karyotypic fissions (neocentromere formation, related chromosome change)
and D.I. Williamson's larval transfer concept for animals. Although ignored and dismissed in his
life time, Kozo-Polyanskys brilliant work will be lauded for symbiogenesis in the same style that
Gregor Mendel's studies of inheritance of “factors” in peas was for recognition of his
establishment of diploid organism genetic principles by the beginning of the 20th century. My
talk, photographs and moving pictures were presented at the Darwin conference, St. Petersburg,
on September 23, 2009 introduced by E. Kolchinsky.”

Finally, one more relevant issue has come to light after the Symbiogenesis was
already published. This information has not made it into the book or its

commentary and is presented here for the first time (Lynn learned about it
from me in 2011). It was well-known (see Khakhina, 1993) that KozoPolyansky's generalizations were based on the work of his predecessors,
especially Russian researchers Konstantin Merezhkovsky (see Sapp et al.,
2002), Andrei Famintsyn, and the French biologist Paul Portier.
No one in the Anglophone world, however, was aware of the fact that, soon
after the 1924 book was published, Kozo-Polyansky corresponded with his
American counterpart, Ivan E. Wallin (1883–1969), the only maverick
researcher espousing symbiogenetic ideas in the USA in the 1920s. Wallin—
nicknamed the Mitochondria Man—coined the term “symbionticism” and
(unlike Kozo-Polyansky) experimentally investigated the origin of
mitochondria since 1922 (Margulis, 2011).
Moreover, as we see from the correspondence below, Kozo-Polyansky's
1924 book was translated to English already in 1927 by one of Wallin's
students! This manuscript, of course, was never published—and it could still
exist in Denver archives, possibly along with Kozo-Polyansky's letters to
Wallin.
Kozo-Polyansky's archive in Voronezh allegedly was confiscated by the KGB
after his death, quite possibly because he freely corresponded with foreign
colleagues; he boldly acknowledges many of them in his books of the 1920s–
1930s when such activity was more than enough to warrant an arrest on
spying charges. It is therefore plainly amazing that portions of correspondence
with Ivan Wallin were openly published by Kozo-Polyansky in his later book
(Kozo-Polyansky, 1937). This book, which exists only in Russian, is mainly a
theoretical work on evolutionary morphology of plants following Haeckel's
‘biogenetic law of recapitulation’. A small section (pp. 195–203) concerns
symbiogenesis.
Kozo-Polyansky acknowledges Wallin's help on p. 7. On p. 196, KozoPolyansky (1937) quotes his own 1924 book along with
Wallin's Symbionticism and the Origin of Species (1927). Symbionticism was
published in January 1927; its Foreword is dated August 1926, and it did not
cite Kozo-Polyansky (1924). While Wallin quoted work of Merezhkovsky
(Merejkovsky, 1920) that was published in French, he knew no Russian
literature, as he did not reference even much older papers of Famintsyn. At
the same time, Kozo-Polyansky (1924) knew and reviewed early papers of
Wallin published in 1922–1923. It is clear that Wallin learned about KozoPolyansky's work only after receiving from the latter his 1924 book—most
likely sent to Wallin after Kozo-Polyansky has read Symbionticism.

In Kozo-Polyansky (1937), Wallin's letter (or letters) of 1928 are quoted in
Russian, so I had to guess a back-translation. The book says:
(p. 196) “It is important that in a short time two books were published, in which an idea of a cell
being both an individuum and a collection of subordinate individualities, is considered
fundamental for the evolution of the entire organic world (Kozo-Polyansky, 1924; Wallin, 1927).
The very fact that the entire evolutionary concepts of this kind are emerging, even if they are
controversial, evidences the increase in the data [they are based on]. Also, it is important that the
two authors, one on the USSR (Voronezh), and another in the USA (Denver, Colorado), came
independently to the same conclusions. On January 5, 1928, Dr. Wallin wrote to me: “One of my
students completed a translation of your book, and I am able to get a complete idea of its content.
In general, it fits quite well with my treatise on symbionticism. I am very glad to learn that I have
a like-minded researcher in the USSR.””

Further on pp. 199–201, Kozo-Polyansky (1937) discussed Wallin's
experiments on mitochondria; his bibliography includes several papers by
Wallin starting from 1922. On pp. 200–201, large quotes are given from (the
same?) letter to Kozo-Polyansky written by Wallin in 1928. Some of these
quotes are worth back-translating here (they are given by Kozo-Polyansky in
Russian, clearly in his own translation):
(p. 200) “A remarkable phenomenon, which led me to this hypothesis, is the fact established by
many microbiologists that there appears to be no products in a human body, which would not be
produced by bacteria. A question arises: can bacteria and other organisms join the cells of higher
organisms? I began searching for a confirmation and found an amazingly high number of cases,
in which microorganisms or bacteria are united with the tissues of higher life forms in a
permanent association. Another outstanding fact is that over five years I was growing
mitochondria in artificial media, and there is no doubt that these cellular structures have bacterial
origin.”
(p. 201) “… It is possible that in various bacteria due to difference in the environmental
conditions fused with each other and produced more complex bacteria. Those, in their turn, fused
further into new forms. It is possible that such fusion could lead to the formation of the nucleus.
It is important to keep in mind that, when a bacterium joins another organism, it can lead to
different outcomes. In some cases this bacterium could retain its identity (a case of common
symbiosis) while in others it could be fused completely with the other cell's cytoplasm. It is
possible that in that case the chromatin of the bacterium fuses completely with the nucleus of the
host cell.”

Further below, on p. 202, Kozo-Polyansky quotes Wallin's stating pensively:
“… Such a revolutionary theory … cannot be expected to gain recognition until
the time will pass to allow the researchers to realize the rationale behind it.”

Lynn Margulis saw a kindred soul in a great American poet Emily Dickinson
(1830-1886). By chance or not, they were neighbors: Lynn's house in Amherst,
Massachusetts, is just next to Dickinson's where a poet's museum is now. A
profound, life-long teacher and debater, Lynn used to quote Emily Dickinson's
lines:
Tell all the truth but tell it slant,
Success in circuit lies,
Too bright for our infirm delight
The truth's superb surprise;
As lightning to the children eased
With explanation kind,
The truth must dazzle gradually
Or every man be blind.

Two books by Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan have titles taken from this
poem, Slanted Truths and Dazzle Gradually.
Kozo-Polyansky's New Principle (1924) ends with expressive phrases where
the author combined a quote from Darwin's Origin of Species (1861, Ch. 6, p.
205) with the legendary Galilean Eppur si muove:
“Even today, for many, no doubt, the theory of symbiogenesis will seem paradoxical; moreover,
incredible. But after all: “When it was first said that the sun stood still and the world turned
round, the common sense of mankind declared the doctrine false”.

And yet it turns!”
The same words, decades later, could rightfully be repeated by Lynn Margulis.
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